Pardon My French Coloring: A Sweary Adult Coloring Book With Cursing In French, Italian, Spanish, And British English (Volume 1)
**Synopsis**

The first adult coloring book of its kind! Click on the author’s name below the book’s title above to visit the book’s author page and see a video showing all the pages in the book! This book contains 24 coloring pages with swear words in four different languages: French, Italian, Spanish, and British English. Why limit yourself to coloring the same basic American curse words when you can color beautiful yet absolutely filthy words in several foreign languages? Includes 24 unique illustrations in a variety of styles. Each illustration is printed twice in two different sizes: full page and half page size. Illustrations have a variety of intricate and less intricate designs. Includes glossary to help expand your swear-y vocabulary. Printed single sided full size 8.5x11” on bright white, 60 lb. paper. A perfect gift for anyone who loves foreign languages or travel, this book provides hours of relaxing coloring to help melt away the stresses and cares of the world! Click on the author’s name below the book’s title on top of the listing to visit the book’s author page and see a video with a silent walk through showing all the pages in the book!
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is a lot of fun. I don’t buy sweary books, generally, because I tend toward being too polite. When I saw the concept of this one with the words all beautiful and in other languages, I knew it was the one for me. The designs are lovely and fun to color. The lines are bold and very clear. The paper is good quality. I color in this with Crayola markers and just put a piece of paper between my
pages. It would be easy to take the pages out, but I like keeping things in the book. I think it’s super neat that she has a glossary that tells you want all of the words mean. Considering that the first words anyone wants to learn in another language are the curse words, well, here you go! Here’s one of my works in progress. Almost done.

Length: 3:06 Mins

I have to say I love the book. When I was asked to review this book I was excited. Who wouldn’t want to be able to curse in a classy way and having people wonder. What did she say? LOL A great part is she has a glossary of what they all mean. It also includes the words in a smaller version. Of course I wish it was perforated but other then that I have no complaints. I have a full review of the book on my review page on fb at Reviews and More By Jennifer Scarabin. :)

This is such a fun, unique way of getting rid of some stress. It’s calming, as coloring tends to be, but the dirty words make me feel like I’m getting away with something! It’s bad in the best possible way. I really like the variety of the designs and words to match particular moods or situations. The glossary in the back is fun-and who doesn’t want to expand their vocabulary? ;-) 

This book makes me smile each time I look at the multi-lingual words and expressions. The pages are printed on one side only, a definite plus.

wish the quality of the paper was better.
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